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During 1983-1986, the four year period covered by this review, emphasis in the study of
mantle convection shifted away from fluid mechanical analysis of simple systems with uniform
material properties and simple geometries, toward analyzing the effects of more complicated,
presumably more realistic models.

Introduction

inner core has been probed, using both body wave phases

[MoreIll et al• 1986]andsplittingof the Earth'sfreeoscillations[Woodhouse
et al, 1986]. All globaltomographic

During 1983-1986, the four year period covered by
this review, emphasis in the study of mantle convection
shifted away from fluid mechanical analysis of simple systems with uniform material properties and simple geometries, toward analyzing the effects of more complicated,
presumably more realistic models. This shift received impetus from developmentsin other branches of earth sciences,particularly seisinology,geodesy,geochemistry,and
mineral physics,which began to provide more powerful observational constraints on mantle convection. The ability
to address previously intractable problems like the origin
of long-wavelengthgeoid anomaliesattests to the power of
this multidisciplinary approach. The stage is now set for
rapid acceleration in our understanding of mantle dynamics through comparison of improved observationsand more
sophisticated models.
This paper is organized primarily around what we
consider to be important processesrelated to mantle convection and secondarily around important technical developments. Due to space limitations, it is impossible to do
justice to all the important developments. Other reviews
of mantle

convection

and the thermal

state of the earth

studies to date have been hampered by less than optimal
data coverage. As a result, the velocity variation at a given
point in an Earth model is often a strong function of the pa-

rameterizationused(e.g.,discreteblocksvsloworderpolynomials),particularly near the 670 km discontinuityand
the core-mantle boundary, making detailed dynamic interpretation of these models hazardous. Still, much progress
has been made, regions where sampling is good are increasingly well resolved, and more reliable determinations
of structures are to be expected. Variations in seismic ve-

locity have alsobeen determinedon regionalscales[e.g,,
Walck,1984,1985;Grand and Helmberger,1984ab],with
contrasts between tectonically active and stable regions being quite large above 200 km and extending to 400 km
depth. The large amplitudes of these contrasts may be
indicative of fairly deep seated thermo-chemical hetero-

geneity. Grand (1986) presenteda tomographicanalysis

in-

cludethoseby Boss[1983],Loper[1984a,1985]andJeanIoz andMorris [1986].Stevenson[1983;Stevensonet al,
19831and Loper and Roberts[1983]havereviewedcore
convection
and dynamics;Anderson[1984]hasprovideda

of shear wave structure beneath the North American plate.
He traced a high velocity anomaly which may be the remnant of the old subducted Farallon plate extending to over
1500 km depth beneath the east coast of North America.

provocative discussionof outstanding problems and paradoxes.

The Geoid and Mantle Viscosity
The long-wavelength geoid has been interpreted in
terms of mantle convection, both empirically and dynam-

ically. Eckhardt [1984]presenteda usefultutorial on correlations. Chase and $prowl•s[1983]study pointedout

Developments in Seisinology

In the past four years, determination of earth structure using seisinology has become more relevant to mantle
dynamics, with emphasis shifting from determination of
spherically symmetric models to the resolution of lateral
heterogeneities. The lower mantle has been probed using

body wavetomography[Dziewonski•1984; Clayton and
Comer, 1984];the upper mantlehas beenmappedglobally usingsurfacewavetomography[e.g., Woodhouse
and
Dziewonski•1984; Tanimoto and Anderson, 1984; Tanimoto, 1986].Variationsin anisotropy,
presumablydueto
alignmentof crystalsby mantle flow [e.g., Christensen,
1984],havealsobeenreported[e.g.,Andersonand Regan, 1983;Nataf et al• 1984; 1986;Nakanishi and Anderson,1984; Tanimoto and Anderson,1985].Even the

that major present-day geoid lows correspond to regions
where subruction was occurring ~100 Myr ago, regions
which also are now mostly devoid of hotspot activity. This
suggestsa rather sluggish response of the lower mantle to
subruction.

From a dynamic standpoint, mantle convection results in significant dynamic topography at the surface, at
the core-mantle boundary, and at any other boundaries in
chemical composition that might exist, leading to a sort
of "dynamic isostasy." This dynamic topography has an
effect on the geoid opposite in sign and comparable in magnitude to that of the interior density contrasts driving flow.

The net geoid-anomaly
is a smalldifference
of large
numbers. Parsons and Daly [1983] presentedresults
for two-dimensionaldynamic geoidmodels;Richards and

Hager [1984]and Ricard et al [1984]presentedresults
Copyright
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valid for spherical geometries. These studies show that
due to dynamic compensation the geoid is insensitive to
interior density contrasts near the boundaries of the flow
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system, but is sensitive to density contrasts in the interior.
The predicted geoid anomaly for a given density contrast

(e.g., one inferredfrom seismictomography)is a strong
function of mantle viscosity structure and the presence or
absence

of chemical

Mantle
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being treated implicitly as nonadiabatic. It is not yet resolvedwhether nonadiabatic density contrasts are required,
and if required, whether they are the result of true chemical
layering, or to delayed phase transitions.

stratification.

Hagcr ½t al [1985]showed,usingsimplemodelswith
two viscosity layers, that density contrasts inferred from
tomographic models of lower mantle structure can account
for most of the long-wavelength geoid, with subducted

slabs also making an important contribution [Hagcr,
1984]. Incorporatingresultsfrom upper mantle surface
wave tomography, in a more detailed, four-layer viscosity

model, allows 90% of the variance in the geoid at wave-

lengthslongerthan 4,000km to be explained[Hager aad
Richards, 1985;Hager aad Claytoa, 1986].
Dynamic geoid models can resolve relative variations,
but not absolute values of mantle viscosity. A lower bound
can be inferred by requiring that the advected heat flux
carried by flow driven by the density contrasts causing the
geoid anomalies be less than the observed surface heat flux

Is the Mantle Chemically Stratified?
This question continues to be hotly debated, although
to some extent

it is a semantic

one.

One reason for invok-

ing a stratified mantle is to keep geochemical reservoirs
separated for eons, yet the fact that materials from these
"distinct"

reservoirs

are seen at the surface indicates

some

connection with them. The meaningful questions appear
to be not whether circulation penetrates the 670 km discontinuity, but to what extent, and what are the details
of the plumbing. Does the lower mantle have a chemically
distinct composition from the upper mantle, with interac-

tion due to dynamicentrainment[e.g., Olson, 1984],or
does a substantial viscosity increase with depth slow the
interchange of material between upper and lower mantle?
Are distinct reservoirs maintained by differences in intrinsic density, or by differences in mechanical properties?
One approach to resolving this problem has been
through comparison of models of seismic velocity variations with depth with predictions of models from mineral

[O'Coanell and Hager, 1984]. This approachled Hager
and Clayton [1986]to infer an averageasthenospheric
viscosityof 10•ø Pa s, with viscosityincreasing
throughthe
transitionzoneto 3'1022Pa s, remainingessentially
constantbelowthat depth. (Thereis, however,a strongtrade- physics[e.g.,Jeanloz and Thompson,1983]. Although
somecrucialmaterialpropertiesare asyet undetermined,
off in models between the thickness and relative viscosity
of a givenlayer.) On the basisof solidstatetheory,Poirier recentresultshavebeen provocative.Anderson and Bass
and Liehermann[1984]arguethat if the geothermis adia- [1984;1985;Bass and Anderson, 1984]showedthat an
batic, the viscosity should increase by a factor of 100 near
the top of the lower mantle and then become essentially
isoviscous

due to the

decrease

in activation

volume

with

olivine-eclogite composition dubbed •piclogite" may fit the
seismologicalmodels. They cast doubts on the traditional

pyrolitemodel,but Weldnet [1985],makingdifferentas-

sumptions about as yet unmeasured material properties,
leapt to its defense. More measurements will help to resolvethese controversies. However, given the large regional
variations
observed in seismic velocities, it appears that fuon its rotationalresponse
[e.g., ruea and $abadiai•1984;
ture
comparisons
will have to address a range of possible
Wu and Peltier• 1984]. Satellitegeodesymadepossible
temperatures and compositions.
detection of changes in the observed Earth ellipticity in

depth.
Much of the effort to infer the viscosity structure of
the mantle from its response to deglaciation was focused

BockandHa [1984]attributedS-Pseismic
phaseconthe eighthdecimalplaceof precision[Yoder et al• 1983;
Rubincam, 1984]. The observedvalue, if attributed to versionsto a sharp interface at ~ 700 km depth near the
postglacial rebound alone, suggestsa lower mantle viscos- Tongaslab,while Lees et al [1983]interpretedP'P' pre-

ity ofeither~3 x 10• Pa sor •,•1024Pas,depending
upon
whichroot of an equationwith two solutions
ischosen[e.g.,
Peltlet, 1983; ruea and $abadiai• 1984;1985].However,
as Yoderand Ivias [1985]point out, presentday melting
of smallglaciers[Meier, 1984]mustalsobe accounted
for,

leadingto a preferred
lowermantleviscosity
of ~2 x 10•
Pa s. This is in close agreement to that inferred from heat
flux arguments.
To date most models of viscosity inferred from postglacial rebound have been quite simple, employing only
two viscous layers, as is appropriate for the resolution of
that data set. It appears likely, although yet to be demonstrated quantitatively, that the more detailed mantle viscosity structure inferred by matching the geoid can satisfactorally explain the postglacial rebound observations.If
not, the discrepancymay indicate that postglacialrebound

cursors occasionally observed as due to reflections from a

very sharp (• 2 km thick) 670 km seismicdiscontinuity
(aninterpretation
challenged
by Muirhead[1985]).Sucha
sharp interface is not expected due to a phase changealone

givenavailable(extrapolated)phasediagrams.
If the phase diagrams hold up, a chemical boundary
seemsrequired, which would then lead to the puzzle of why
these phases are not observed more commonly.
If the 670 km seismic discontinuity is a chemical discontinuity, there should be substantial dynamic topography on it, reachingan amplitude of hundredsof km beneath

subducted
slabs[Christensenand ruen, 1984;Hager,
1984]. Such topographymight explain the generalabsenceof P'P' precursor reflections. Mapping the topography of the 670 would be the most direct way to determine

whether
chemical
stratification
mightexist.In theabsence

is samplinga transientresponse
[Peltier, 1985a;$abadini of detailed mapping, subducted slabs may provide the best
probe. The deepestearthquakesare all shallowerthan 680
et al, 1985].
Another topic is the detection of effective chemical km [Stark and Frohlich, 1985],not significantly
deeper
stratification
(nonadiabatic
densitycontrasts).Fjeldskaar than 670 kin. This is consistent with a phase change at
and Cathles[1984]pointedoutthat thecommon
useof the that depth shutting off seismicity and is not suggestiveof
correspondenceprinciple to solvethe viscoelasticequations

the hundreds of km of dynamic deformation expected for
-

[e.g.,PelticY,1985b]resultsin densityincreases
with depth a chemical discontinuity.

Hager

and Gurnls:

Creager and Jordan [1984; 1986a]analyzedlongwavelength variations in projections of travel time residuals
of P waves onto the focal spheres of deep earthquakes in
subducted slabs. They proposed that slabs penetrate essentially unaltered in form, but with varied dip, to ~ 1400

km depth. Silver and Chan [1986]explainedvariationsin
S-wave wave forms as due to multipathing caused by a similar structure. These observations suggest that convection
is mantle-wide, although triggering of cold downwellingsin
the lower mantle by impinging of subducted slabs on the
670 might also be a possibility.
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pie models of the fluid dynamics of these inferred "mantle dregs• and show that they would be expected to have
substantial lateral variability in thickness. If plumes do indeed originate from this complex thermal-chemical layer,
then the rate at which hot-fluid "breaks out • of the layer
and forms plumes will be reduced by the chemical density

contrast[Christensen,1984a].

Dynamical models of the geoid have not yet addressed
the complexities of D • existing either as a low viscosity
thermal boundary layer or as a chemically distinct layer.
If D • is chemically distinct, the mass anomalies attributed
Giardini and Woodhouse[1984]showedthat the to dynamic topography at the CMB in geoid models would
deep Tonga slab is telescoping under compressionas it apinstead be the result of much larger dynamic topography
proaches 670 km, indicating substantial shortening due to
at the top of D •, since the amplitude of dynamically mainresistance
to penetration. Vassiliouet al [1984]showed tained topography is inversely proportional to the density
that the resistance to penetration due to a viscosity jump
contrast across that boundary. One way of addressing the
of a factor of 10 or more leads to down-dip compression structure of this region is through the mechanical interin deep slabs not resolvably different from that due to a
action of flow in the core with bumps on the core-mantle
chemical barrier. The resulting flow patterns are quite difboundary. Gwinn et al [1986]have interpretedan obferent, however, with slabs tending to bend over and lie
served shift in the resonance frequency of the free-core nufiat alongthe boundaryif the mantleis stratified[Hager tation as being the result of coupling of core motion to the
et al, 1983; Garfunkel et al, 1984]. For whole-mantle mantle through excesselliptictry of the CMB. The required
flow with a viscosity increase, the slab thickens by pure
topography is a factor of 5 smaller than that predicted by
shear while penetrating the 670, in accord with the seismic
Ha•er et al [1985]on the basisof geoidmodelling.Hide
observations. Comparing the degree of shortening deter[1980]suggested
that the observeddecadelengthfluctuamined from deep seismicity or focal sphere analysis to that
tions in length of day might be due to interactions of flow
predicted for convection models should place useful conin the mantlewith bumpsat the CMB. Speithet al [1986],
straints on slab and mantle rheology.
usingthe geostrophiccore flow modelsof Le Mottel et al
D"and the Core-Mantle Boundary

The structure of D " the region of anomalous seismic velocity gradient just above the core-mantle bound-

[1985]showedthat changespredictedusingavailablecore
topography models are too large. These geophysical data
sets may require a chemically distinct D • to explain them.

Brown [1986]arguedon the basisof expectedthermalconary (CMB), is of obviousimportanceto convection,
since ductivity and core heat flux that D • is more likely to be

heat must pass through it from the core; it has traditionally been interpreted in terms of a simple thermal bound-

compositional than thermal in origin. Estimates of temperature increase from lower mantle

adiabat

to core are 300 ø -

800ø C [e.•/., Shanklandand Brown, 1985].The dynam-

ary layer. Loper [1984b;Loper and Stace•l,1983;Loper
and Elta•leb, 1986]has interpretedthe regionof anoma- ics of a chemically distinct, possibly low viscosity D • layer
lous velocity gradient in a global seismic reference model
in terms of a thermal boundary layer and the source of
mantle plumes. The dynamic stability and behavior of
such a thermal boundary layer has been explored numeri-

callyby Christensen[1984a]andanalyticallyby Marshall
and Morris [1986],who showthat initial small-scale
convection within the boundary layer will be enhanced in a
fluid with temperature-dependent viscosity, as previously
thought, but that the time scale needed for hot-fluid to
"break out• and form a plume will be controlled by the
ambient viscosity. The small-scale convection would give
rise to CMB topographic variations with a wavelength on

are not yet sufficiently well understood to make this temperature jump a useful constraint on the convective state
of D".

A chemically distinct D • would require revision of estimates of mantle composition based on mass balance calculations. D • presents a possible reservoir comparable in
mass to continental lithosphere, with little constraint upon
its composition.
Fluid Dynamics of Convection

Systematic fluid dynamical studies, both numerical
and laboratory, elucidate the basic physics of convection.
the order of the layer thickness,~100 km [Olson et al• They also establish the physical plausibility of "mantle
1986];suchhighfrequencyundulationscouldbe the cause models• and suggest new types of observations. Over the
of seismic velocity variations inferred to exist over scales last few years much work concentrated on the effects which
"realistic• rheologies have on thermal convection and on
assmallas 100km at the CMB ILarelF et al, 1986].
More refinedseismicmodels[e.g., La•/ and Helm- problems related to subduction, hot-spots and plume-style
/

berger,1983ab]haveD• structuresthat includeshearvelocity increaseswith depth, incompatible with a simple
boundary layer interpretation. It seemslikely instead that
D • is a chemicallydistinct layer. The thicknessof this layer

appearsto vary substantially
ILar/, 1986a];indeedit may
not evenbe a globallycontinuousfeature. Craeger and
Jordan[1986b]speculate
on the basisof analysisof PKP
travel times that features analogous to continents may ex-

ist at the CM]3. Davies and Gurnis [1986]discussaim-

convection.

Effects of "Realistic" Rheologies:
The temperature-dependence of silicate theology has
been thought responsiblefor the "plate-like • characteristic
of mantle convection. However, in fluid dynamical models attempting to simulate this process,the cold top thermal boundary becomes stiff and globally immobile, unlike
the oceanic lithosphere, which slides past the overriding
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plate. Christensen[1984b]showedthat at a moderately designed fluid dynamical studies have yet to be carried
high Rayleigh number, if the viscosity is stressdependent
as well as temperature dependent, the top surface could
%ubductf allowing "plate motionf At the Rayleigh numbers appropriate for whole mantle convection, however, the
top surface remained immobile even for a strongly non-

out on such steady state plumes with realistic theologies.
Similarity solutionswere developedfor steady-state plumes

linear viscosity[Christensen,1985a]. More work along
theselinesis needed. Christensen[1983]showedthat if

[Crough,1983]and it is envisaged
that the geophysical

with temperature-dependent
viscosity[Loperand Stacey,

1983],andwithpower-law
viscosity
[Loper,1984b].
Hot-spots are associated with topographic swells

[1985]showedthat evenwith temperaturedependentvis-

signatures of these features will place constraints on the
geometry and heat and mass fluxes of mantle plumes. A
necessaryprerequisite will be an understanding of the fluid
dynamics of plume-lithosphere interactions and resulting
effects On topography, gravity, surface heat flux, and seismic velocity variations. In this spirit, the uplift of the

cosity, topography and gravity over upwellings is positive.

seafloorby plumes was modeledby Emerman and Tur-

Hot-Spots and Plume-Style Convection:

cotte [1983],Yuen and Fleitout [1985],and Olson and
Nam [1986]. The most successful
attempt at matching

the rheology is stress dependent, the strong coupling between flow and viscosity tends to homogenizethe viscosity,
with variations generated by temperature and pressurede-

pendenciesbecomingsmearedout. Lin and Parmentier

Hot-spots are generally attributed to some sort of axial convection extending deep into the mantle. Studies re-

the observationswith a dynamic model was made by Ol-

lated to the fluid dynamics of hot-spots flourishedduring
the last several years, particularly with regard to the initiation of plumes on thermal boundary layers, as discussed
above, the ascent of plumes through the mantle, and the
interaction of plumes with the lithosphere.
Important fluid dynamical researchwas presented on
the behavior of plumes or diapirs after they emerge from
their source. In the sub-solidus convection regime, three

chemically buoyant spheres ascending and stagnating under moderately viscous lithospheres. By scaling their results to the mantle, they found that a spherical diapir of

son and Nam [1986],whoexploredthe fluid dynamicsof

about 200 km radius with about 1% density contrastcould
satisfy the rate of uplift, maximum uplift, and topographical profile for the Hawaiian swell. Realistic models will
require thermal buoyancy, temperature dependent viscosity, and a very viscous lithosphere, so that the processof
thermal erosion and lithospheric convective instability can

modesof ascentare possible:(1) ascentas an isolated
be understood.
sourceof buoyancy,(2) ascentas a startingplume, and
(3) ascentas a steady-state(or fully developed)plume. Massive Computations:
Fluid dynamicalresultswerepresentedfor cases(1) and
Large-scale
computations
with time dependence
[e.g.,
(2) duringthe last few years.
andgeNumerical[Daly and Raefsky,1985]andexperimen- Machetel and ruen, 1986],andrealisticrheologies
tal [Ribe, 1983; Ansari and Morris, 1985]resultswere ometries, including three dimensions, are needed to invespresented for the case of a rigid sphere ascending through
a fluid with a strongly temperature dependent, Newtonian
viscosity. Two limits were found' at large Peclet numbers
the sphere ascendsat the Stokes velocity defined in terms
of the far-field viscosity, while at small Peclet numbers the
sphere ascendsfaster than predicted by this Stokes velocity because the diapir is lubricated by a thin, low-viscosity

layersurrounding
it. Daly and Raefsky[1985]arguedthat
for reasonable mantle parameters, the diapir would only
ascend a few radii before losing most of its initial heat.
Low Reynolds number diapirs were studied in lab-

oratory experiments.Griff•ths [1986a,b]studieddiapirs
with thermal buoyancy which were characterized by high
Rayleigh numbers and moderately high Peclet numbers.

The thermalsmaintainedconstantbuoyancy(i.e. temperature anomalytimesvolume)throughtheir ascent.As a

tigate many of the problems discussedhere. This requires
accessto supercomputers, which typically have architectures differing from the usual sequential scalar machines,
and development of software appropriate for these architectures. Many of the computations referenced in this section
were made possible through accessto supercomputers with
sequential but vector architectures. A recent exciting technical advance has been the development of massively parallel computer architectures, termed "hypercubes3 Multidimensionalcontinuum mechanicsproblemsfit naturally

intothehypercube
architecture
[e.g.,Fox and Otto, 1984].
Lyzengaet al [1986]haveshownhowfiniteelementproblems can be efficiently solved using hypercubes, with each

processorin the hypercubebeing responsiblefor a regionin
the physical domain of the continuum. The future prospect

thermal ascends,heat diffuses out and heats the surrounding fluid; consequently, background fluid is entrained into

for this type machine seems bright, as there appears to be
no limit to their size and power.
It is crucial to validate new software through detailed

the thermal.

comparisonwith previouslyestablishedresults. Schubert

Thermals

increase

in radius

but decrease in

velocityasthey ascend.Olson and Singer [1985]studied

and Anderson[1985]presentedhigh-resolution
solutions

the "end member"case of thermals which had very high

of two-dimensional convection at high Rayleigh number.
More work of this sort, with readily accessiblesolutions,
is needed to provide a standard such that the accuracy of
software can be established. Remarkably little validation
has been done, particularly with temperature and stress
dependent theologies and for time dependent flows.

Pecletnumbers(i.e. very high temperatures)
sothat diffusion and entrainment only played a minor role. Extrapolation of these experiments to the mantle revealed that

onlylarge(> 200km) andhot (> 200K)thermalswould
be able to traverse the entire mantle in 100 m.y. or less

[Griffiths, 195ab].
These isolated spherical diapirs are only one of a number of styles mantle plumes could have; if the hot-spot
source provides a constant flux of hot mantle, then more
steady plume convection could occur. Unfortunately, well

Geochemical Observations and Convective Mixing
Important insight into mantle convection is gained

from geochemicalobservationsand interpretations. Isotopic systematics of mantle derived rocks provide con-

Hager and Gurnis:

straints on time-integrated properties of the convecting system over billions of years. New observationsand syntheses
of large data sets furthered our understanding of the man-
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significant fraction of the fluid is mixed by simple shear

strains.Kellogg and Turcott½[1986],on the otherhand,
modeled the mixing of subducted lithosphere by a sheet of

tle. In particular, White [1985]and Zindler and Hart fluid flowing into a stagnation point.
A problem related to geochemistry and convection is
[1986]showedthat at leastfour or fivemantlecomponents
are needed to explain the variability in the Nd, Pb, Sr,
and He isotopic systematics of oceanic basalts. The implications are immediate' even if the mantle is convectively
layered, at least one of the layers must have geochemical

the residence time of the mantle, i.e. the average time the

entire mantle (or the upper mantle if stratified)is sampled by ridgemagmatism(incorporationinto the oceanic
lithosphere).Gurnis and Davies [1986a]calculatedres-

heterogeneities
within it [cf. Davies• 1984a]. Combined

idence

with the well known observation that the isotopic varia-

ulations. Allegre and Turcotte[1986]and Gurnis and
Davies [1986a],developedanalyticalmodelsfor residence

times

in two-dimensional

thermal

convection

sim-

tionshavetaken billionsof yearsto develop[cf. Zindler
and I-Iart• 1986],the newobservations
requirethat hetero- times and calculated mean ages for the mantle in the range
geneitiessurvive in a convectinglayer for billions of years.
The length scale of mantle heterogeneity was ex-

panded by /-/art [1984] who showedthat there is a
globalPb-Sr isotopicanomaly(coherentthroughOIB and
MORB) centeredin the Indian Ocean;Hart arguedthat
the anomaly has existed as a mantle entity for billions of
years. Moreover, our grasp of mantle heterogeneity became
more quantitative with the assembly of the size spectrum

I to 2 b.y.

assuming whole-mantle convection, in good

agreement
with Pb-Pb and Rb-Sr isotopicsystematics
[c.f.
Zindler and Hart• 1986]. Gurnis and Davies [1986b]investigated the effect that a high viscosity lower mantle has
on residence

times

and found

that

if the lower mantle

were

more than 100 times more viscous than the upper mantle,
a significant fraction of the mantle could escape sub-ridge
sampling for 4 b.y.; this raised the possibility that rare gas
systematics are consistent with whole-mantle convection,

of isotopicheterogeneity
in oceanicbasalts[Gurnis•1986a;
Zindler and Hart• 1986];the newsizespectrumquantifies contraryto the view of Allegre et al [1983],and O•Nions
the well known observation that isotopic variability exists
and Oxburgh[1983].
over all possible length scales.
New insight into the ultimate

oceanicislandscamefromstudiesof variationsin the Nb/U
andCe/Pb ratios[Itohmannet al, 1986].The Nb/U ratio
of all oceanic basalts was shown to be surprisingly uniform

but

distinct

from

chondrites

Small-scale

ancient source for

and

continental

crust.

This implies that the source of oceanic basalts can be neither primordial mantle nor subducted continental crust;
the hypothesis that the source of OIB arises from an internal mantle differentiation processis reinforced. Subducted
ancient oceanic crust is one hypothesized OIB sourcewhich

convection

The existenceof convectionon a scalesmall compared
to plate dimensionshas been hotly debated for some time,
but the issue seems to have been resolved through geophysical observations, at least in some tectonic environments.

The

most direct

evidence

comes from

seismic to-

mography,
whereHumphreyset al [1984]founda curtain
of high velocity material in the mantle beneath the Transverse Ranges in Southern California, juxtaposed against
low velocity material beneath the Salton Trough ~ 200 km

fulfillsthesenew geochemical
requirements[Holmann et
al, 1986].

to the south. Haxby and Weissel[1986]interpretedlin-

In order to relate what we now know about the geo-

altimeter data over 5 Myr old oceanic lithosphere having
similar wavelengths as being due to small-scale convection
resulting from instability of the cooling lithosphere. Such
a rapid onset of convection at short wavelengthsrequires

chemical

state

of the mantle

with

what

we know

about

convection,significant effort went into trying to understand
the fluid dynamics of convective mixing. Geochemical ob-

ear features in the gravity field determined from SEASAT

asthenosphere
of order10is Pa s, asmight
servations
are sensitiveto the survivalof reservoirs
(hetero- a lowviscosity
geneities);
the survivaltime of reservoirs
canbe calculated be expected due to the competing effects of temperature
with geophysicalmodelscharacterizedby convectiveveloci- and pressureon rockrheology[Yuen and Fleitout• 1984,
tiesandlengthscales.Olsonet al [1984ab]studiedthe sur- 1985;Buck•1985;Jaupart and Parsons•1985].
While stability analyses of the cooling lithosphere
have traditionally concentrated on the growth of infinitesi(laminarmixing),insteadof by normalstrains(turbulent mal perturbations, geological processescan result in finite
mixing). Hoffman and McKenzie [1985]studiedmix- amplitude thermal perturbations. Examples include transing of large-scale passive heterogeneities by an unsteady, formfaults[Craig and McKenzie, 1986],rifts [St½ckler,
high Rayleigh number flow, concluding that because the
1985;Buck• 1986],convergence
zones[Buck and Toksoz•
surface area of the heterogeneities exponentially increased 1983],andinteractionofplumeswith thelithosphere
[ ruen
with time, the heterogeneity was turbulently mixed. Howand Fleitout• 1985]. Suchfinite amplitudeperturbations
ever,Gurnis[1986b]showed,
usinga muchsimplermodel, make the lithosphere much more susceptible to convective
that the stirred heterogeneity consistedof both thin streaks instability.
A common practice in searching for small-scale conand blobs. The thin streaks exponentially lengthen with
time because they are long and are frequently advected vection using the geoid has been to high-pass filter the
into stagnation points. However blobs, which are smaller geoid, throwing away all terms with spherical harmonic
than the scale of flow, are primarily stirred by laminar
degreelessthan 11. Renkin and Sandwell[1986]pointed
flowwithinthe interiorof convection
cells[Gurnis•1986b]. out that the regular features of wavelengths ~ 3500 km in
Gurnis [1986c]and Gurnis and Davies [1986a]modeled the residual geoid are mathematical artifacts from ringing
the mixing of a thin sheet of fluid introduced at the down- caused by application of a sharp edged filter, not physiwelling limb of thermal convection flows constrained by cal manifestations of small-scale convection, as previously
generalized features of plate kinematics and found that a interpreted[e.g., Watts ½tal• 1985].

vival of passiveheterogeneitiesin steady cellular flow, concluding that most of the mixing occurred by shear strains
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Since subsolidus

of Earth

convection

and Planets

is the dominant

heat re-

moval process for the earth and other solid planets, an
understanding of mantle convection is necessary to understand their thermal evolution. In previous years, this topic
was the subject of active study using "parameterized"convection models, but now the validity of some assumptions

arebeingquestioned.
RicAtcr[1984ab]
presented
a parameterized convection model including continent-ocean differences and pointed out that apparently discrepant results of
previous studies were due mainly to different estimates for

Man•le Convection

ters. Under certain circumstances, e.g., a sudden increase
in rate of supply of melt to the base of a layer, solitary
waves of high porosity and melt content result, christened

"magmons"byScott and Stevenson[1984].Analogiesto
these one-dimensional solitary waves can be demonstrated

in the laboratoryusingviscousconduits[Scottet al, 1986;
Olson and Christensen,1986; Whiteheadand Helfrich,
1986].The solitarywavebehaviorhasbeendemonstrated
in two dimensions
[Scottand Stevenson,1986],although
the waves do not strictly preserve their form upon interac-

tion andarethusnot true solirons[Barcilonand Richter,
1986]. The challengein this field is now to relate the elerelevantparameters. (7hristcnscn[1985b]demonstrated gantmodelsto geological
or geophysical
observations
[e.g.,
how crucial the choice of referenceviscosity in the Rayleigh
McKenzie, 1985].

number is in the parameterization of convective heat loss.
We interpret his study as showing that if most of the mechanical dissipation associated with plate motions occurs
in the lithosphere, rather than in the remainder of the mantle, the rate of convection, and hence the thermal evolution
of the planet, can be insensitive to interior viscosity and
temperature, depending only on the effective viscosity of
the lithosphere. This would be the case if average stresses
associated with plate boundaries are of the order of kilobars.

The thermal history of planets is related to important geological problems such as the generation of mag-

netic fields and planetary differentiation. Stevenson ½t

al [1983]studiedthe relationbetweenmagnetismand the
thermal evolution of the terrestrial planets with particular
emphasis on the existence or absenceof magnetic fields on
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars and the different paths
the thermal evolution of these planets may have taken.

Gurnis and Davies [1986c]studiedthe relationshipbetween continental crust formation and the thermal history
of the mantle

and

concluded

that

the

overall

features

of

the crustal age distribution are consistent with a smoothly
evolving, but decaying, thermal history.
An exciting observational constraint on the thermal

evolution of the mantle was the discoveryby Richardson

et al [1984]of 3 Byr old diamonds
from a depthof 150km
beneath the South African craton, requiring cold mantle
to have existed at depth at the same time that komatiites
indicate mantle temperatures several hundred degrees in

The density contrast between melt and mantle is important in governing the rate and even the direction of

melt migration. Experimentsreported by Rigden et al

[1984]giveaddedsupportto the hypothesis
that at high
pressures, the density contrast between melt and residual
changessign. The dynamics of convectionin such a system
have yet to be addressed.
When melt accumulates near the surface, diapiric motion may become the important transport process. The
temperature dependence of rock theology then becomes
important in determining how fast a diapir rises and how
far it can go before solidifying, as discussed previously.
Multiple dispits seem to be required to heat a conduit to
the surface. Alternatively, magma-driven propagation of
cracks may be another important mechanism for transport

of magmathroughthe lithosphere[Spenceand Turcotte,
1985].
Other papers of note include:

The Geoid: Davies [1984b, 1986]; Hager [1983];
Kiefer et al [1986];and Koch and Yuen[1985].
Mantle Viscosity: Sabadini, Yuen and Boschi

[1983, 1984, 1985]; Sabadomo. Yuen and Gasperini
[1985];Sabadini, Yuen and Widmer [1985];and Yuen
et at [1983].
Is the Mantle Layered?: Christensen and Yuen

[1985];Davies [1983a];Jackson[1983];Jeanloz[1986];
Karo [1986];Kenyon and Turcotte[1983];Knittle et al
excess
of thosetoday[e.g.,Glikson,1983].Explainingsuch [1986];and Lange and Ahrens[1984].
D" and the Core-Mantle Boundary: Bloxham and
long-lived continental roots in the presence of hot mantle
presents a challenge to mantle dynamicists.
Gubbins[1985]; Cormier [1985]; Cormier and Choy
[1986];Doornbos[1983];Doornboset al [1986];Gire et al
Extraction
of melt from the mantle
[1986];Cubbinsand Richards[1986];Knittle and JeanIoz [1986];Lay [1986b];McFaddenand Merrill [1984];
Percolation of melt along grain boundaries is an imMenke[1986];Staceyand Loper[1983];and Zhangand
portant process transferring mass and heat in the interior,
Lay [1984].
acting as the initial stage of melt segregationleading to igFluid Dynamics of Convection:Boss[1983];Boss
neous activity near the surface. For rocks of mantle compoBaurngardner,[1985];Bossand Sacks[1984,1986];Boss
sition, partial melts form an interconnected set of tubules
alonggrainedgetriple junctions[e.g.,Jurcwiczand Ju- et al [1984];Busse[1983];Busse and Frick [1985];Carrewicz,1986;yon Bargen and Waft, 1986].In orderfor rigan [1985];Davies [1986];Fowler [1984,1985c];Frick
et al [1983];Honda [1986];Houseman[1983ab];Jarvis
melt to move relative to the surrounding crystaline matrix,
[1984];Kaula [1983]; O•cer and Drake [1983];Oliver
continuity requires either more melt to be produced to take
its place or the matrix to collapse, analogous to squeezing and Booker[1983];Quareni and Yuen[1984];and Zebib
et al [1983].
a sponge. Much effort has been directed towards quantitaRealisticRheologies:Gurnis and Davies [1986d];
tive modelling of the latter process, coupling Darcy's law
Londe
and Davies [1985];Morris and Canright[1984];
to the equationsdescribing
compaction
of the matrix [e.g.,
McKenzie, 1984; Richter and McKenzie, 1984]. De- Quareniet al [1985];and Richter et al [1983].
pending upon the material properties matrix deformation
Hot-spotsand Plumes: Boss and Sacks[1985];
is thought to be important on scales of meters to kilomeBowin et al [1984];Derrick et al [1986];England and

Hager and Gurnis:

Houseman[1984];LoperandMcOartney[1986];
Morgan
and Phillips[1983];Schroeder
[1984];and Sleep[1984].
Geochemicalobservations and convective mizing'

Allegreand Tur½otte
[1985];Gurnis[1986d]•Kurz et al
[198:3];
and Zindler et al [1984].
Small-scale

Oonvection:

Fleitout

and

Yuen

Mantle Conveution
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Plate motions and Driving Mechanism: Carlson

[1983];Carlsonet al [1983];Davis and Solomon[1985];
Gordon [1983];Jurdy and Gordon[1984];Richardson
and Oox [1984];$½hultand Gordon[1984];and Wiens
and Stein [1985].
SubduerichZones: Davies [1983b,1986];Honda

[19843,b];
Spohnand Schubert
[1983];and Starkand [1985];Hsui et al [1983];Jurdy[1983];Jurdyand StefanForsyth[1983].
Thermal evolutionof Earth and Planets: ArkaniHamad and Toksoz[1984];Boyd et al [1985];Davies

ick [1983];Ruff and Kanamori [1983];and Ward [1985].

[1985];
Fowler[1983,1985b];JacksonandPollack[1954]•
Richter [19853];Stace• and Loper[1984];and Tur½otte
and Pflugrath [1985].
Eztraction of Melt from the Mantle: Oooperand
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